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DISCIPLINE AND DETERMINATION
It is difficult today to tackle all the subjects and all the

matters which concern us! In these painful times full of

worry, it only comes to my mind that all of our popula-

tions, all our living sources and our youth will emerge

from this pandemic in good health and in optimal shape

to attack the recovery of our activities with courage and

determination. Football, which brings together passions

from all over the world, remains, of course, very much

awaited on our continent and CAF is already focused

on the conditions for relaunching our competitions and

our events. A revival that we are studying in its smallest

parameters, because it will awaken the zeal of our fel-

low Leaders, Presidents, Players, technical, adminis-

trative and medical staff and all our large family. Never

has a crisis of such great magnitude crossed the world,

never has world sport decreed so many postponements

of its programs, never has such a tsunami struck the

most basic sporting practice! We are now condemned

to rebuild the basics or at least to reinforce them, to

energize them so that the time of recovery will be the

best structured and the best disposed to conquer or re-

conquer the dry territories of sport and football. I know

the degree of passion of Africans for world football, their

own football, their competitions, their championships

and also for their legends and current stars and I know

that at the signal given by the health authorities, they

will demonstrate in a masterful way an exceptional

commitment to give life again to our beautiful competi-

tions, permanent attraction stuck directly to our social

and cultural lives in each of our fifty four nations. Let’s

stay disciplined as part of health measures taken in the

general interest, but dear friends, let’s stay ready to put

the work apron back on and breathe new life into foot-

ball, our football, with vigor and selflessness. History

will judge us for the scope of our actions today to se-

cure a bright future tomorrow.

Ahmad AHMAD
President of the Confédération Africaine de Football

ABDELMOUNAÏM BAH (Acting SG)

"IMPLEMENTING THE REFORMS" 

Appointed CAF Acting Secretary General on March 4,
following the earlier resignation of his predecessor,
Mr. Abdelmounaïm Bah was not given a period of ob-
servation. He took over the management of the insti-
tution,  served  in  this by his good knowledge of  it.
Among his challenges: the implementation of reforms
in order to enable CAF to modernize and make its ma-
nagement more efficient.

What is the inventory you have taken since you
took office?
The year 2020 is a crucial year for CAF. It is serves preparations for our flagship com-

petition, Africa Cup of Nations. It is also a year that we will have the finals of the club

competitions in a single match. In addition, we launched the "CAF Transform 2021" pro-

ject which aims to raise CAF, particularly the administration, in line with international

best practices in an inclusive, systematic and transparent manner. Above all, I can count

on the motivation and passion about African football of my team.

What is your strategy for carrying out your mission?
The strategy is simple! To give the team the means to set up ongoing projects and re-

forms, in accordance with the directives set out by the President and his Executive Com-

mittee. We have advertised a couple of positions; by the end of 2020 we will have almost

doubled the workforce compared to what they were in 2017. We will also launch a project

to modernize our IT system, which will considerably facilitate the daily work of our em-

ployees.

Faced with this Coronavirus Pandemic, what measures have been taken with re-
gards to the activities of the CAF and Staff?
In this particular period, obviously one of our priorities is the health of our personnel. 

Today, almost 90 per cent of the staff are working from home (tele-working). All meetings

are via audio or videoconference. For people who have to go to the CAF headquarters,

we have imposed strict measures like:

- wearing a mask,

- Having an office space for each person

- Directive to wash hands regularly by putting in each office hydro-alcoholic solutions.

What message do you have for CAF partners and African football family?
We are facing exceptional circumstances and this crisis will probably go down in history

as one of the darkest moments in our lives. We are working hard to prepare for the best

competitions to come, by developing several scenarios based on the evolution of the

situation. Secondly, we have to take a step back and reflect on the global level to see

how to protect the various players in football during this situation. In the meantime, let's

all be patient during these difficult times and take care of our loved ones.

Abdelmounaïm BAH
39 years old. 
Nationality: Moroccan. 

Education: Engineer from the civil aviation school (Ecole d'Aviation Civile),

France 

Practiced in Lagardère group on several levels before his arrival at CAF in

2017 where he was Marketing and TV Director.
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What is the mission of the Governance Committee?
The Governance Committee, whose attributions are defined in the provisions of the articles of association of the

CAF, is indeed, since July 2019, the last of the committees to take office after the reforms initiated by President

AHMAD AHMAD since his election in 2017. The Committee's mission is to assist the CAF's Executive Committee

in all matters relating to the governance of the organisation. In addition, the Committee is responsible for verifying

the conditions of eligibility of candidates for elective positions in CAF organs.

What can the work of your Committee bring to CAF and African football in general?
When you look at the news from the world's football confederations and even FIFA over the last ten years, go-

vernance and ethical issues have taken the centre of the stage. Indeed, following numerous scandals reported

in the media, all football confederations and FIFA itself have embarked on major governance reforms. Our confederation, in accordance with

the commitments made in the framework of its President's action programme, also had to review and reform its governance in order to bring it

up to the international standards adopted by its counterparts and those recommended by FIFA. In a very concrete way, the adoption and obser-

vation of the highest standards of governance by CAF should contribute not only to improve the transparency of its management, but above all,

to maintain in the long term, a climate of total confidence with all the stakeholders and partners of the football world.

What is your roadmap to reach this goal?
To begin with, we had to improve with great humility our understanding of the functioning of our confederation. After this period of observation,

we felt it necessary to formulate a number of reform proposals, particularly concerning the statutes, in order to strengthen the current governance

framework. These reforms will be presented to the Executive Committee in due course, and then to the General Assembly for consideration.

The second part of our approach will be devoted to supporting and strengthening the capacities of national associations. First, we intend to

work with them to assess and identify their governance needs. It is unfortunate to note that many of our national associations are undermined

and sometimes weakened by governance conflicts. We believe that in addition to our contribution in monitoring CAF's governance, we should

also help national associations to improve their internal governance, and thus reduce the risks of conflicts that harm the image of football in

Africa. In this context, the symposium on the governance of football in Africa, decided by the Executive Committee since April 2019, should be

the ideal framework for African football leaders to discuss these issues and adopt, if possible, a common roadmap at a continental level.

We hope that this meeting, which will be the first on the continent, can be held soon.

After the publication of some of the findings of the PwC report in the media, what will the Governance Committee do?
This is a very relevant question. Indeed, at its session held on 14 February 2020 in Doha, the Executive Committee instructed the Governance

Committee to deal with the follow-up to this report. In this respect, our Committee met early March in Cairo and began its work, in particular with

an internal inquiry within the CAF administration. As soon as our work is completed, it will be submitted to the Executive Committee. In conclusion,

our Committee, which is independent, wishes to reassure the football world that the conclusions of the PwC report will not remain in the CAF's

drawers.

What message would you like to send to football
leaders and players in Africa?
With its extraordinary pool of talents, Africa is capa-

ble of dominating in the future the world of football.

However, before facing such a challenge and playing

the leading role, it is necessary that both at the local

and continental level, we join our efforts to collecti-

vely meet the challenges of good governance of our

clubs and national associations. It is in order to

contribute to the success of this great challenge that

I have accepted to serve CAF with my other col-

leagues on the Governance Committee, the majority

of whom, which must be stressed, are women and

very brilliant lawyers. The destiny of African football

will depend on the quality of governance that its lea-

ders are prepared to adopt and observe.

CAF GOVERNANCE COMMITTEE 

Mr BRIZOUA BI (Chairman): "IMPROVE GOVERNANCE"
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Members of the CAF committee after their first meeting with CAF Members.

THE OTHER MEMBERS OF THE 
GOVERNANCE COMMITTEE

Vice-President Dieudonne HAPPI (Cameroon),
MUSONDA Monica (Zambia), DLAMINI Tumi
(South Africa), BOUREGHDA Maya (Tunisia)
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DOUALA & RABAT HOST INTERCLUBS FINALS
In accordance with CAF president’s wishes, the time has come for African foot-

ball to deal with unique finals. For a long time the discussions about this formula

were engaged without success ... It should be a reality this season after choo-

sing Japoma Stadium in Douala and Moullay Abdullah Stadium in Rabat to

host the finals of the Champions League and the Confederation Cup respec-

tively, following a call for candidates.Planned dates: CAF CC May 24, 2020;

and CAF CL May 29, 2020. However, CAF reserves the right to change these

decisions according to the evolution of the health situation of the continent fol-

lowing the Covid-19 pandemic.

CAF CHAMPIONS LEAGUE
MOROCCO VS EGYPT DOUBLE CLASH

The semi-finals pairings of the Total CAF Champions League 2019-20

boil down to a double confrontation between Morocco and Egypt, which

confirms the clear supremacy of North African teams since a few years

already. Whether Wydad, Al Ahly, Zamalek or Raja, these four giants

have been found among the favourites of this competition for several

seasons. This is a new opportunity for them to enhance the level of the

competition and to demonstrate, once again, their technical and tactical

maturity to make Fair Play a must.

2020 U-17 & U-20 TOURNAMENTS

COMPETITIONS

WAFU B (OUEST B)
U17: Benin (Porto Novo- Cotonou) 15 June-30 June

U20: Burkina Faso (Ouagadougou – Bobo Dioulasso) – 12-26 September (TBC)

CECAFA (EST)
U17: Rwanda (Kigali, Ruavu, Huye) – beginning of July exact dates are yet to

be communicated by CECAFA

U20: Sudan ( Khartoum, El Obeid) – two options of dates: beginning of October

or beginning of November

UNAF (NORD)
U17: Algeria (tbc) – 15-24 July 

U20: Tunisia – 9-24 November

UNIFFAC (CENTRE)
U17: Cameroun (Yaoundé) – 14-23 July 2020 

U20: Equ. Guine - Either beginning of October or mid-October (UNIFFAC is yet

to confirm)  

COSAF A
U17: Malawi (Blantyre) - 22 July- 1st August 2020 (12 days) 

U20: Mauritius  3 to 13 December 2020. (Exceptional approval due to school

calendar)

WAFU A (OUEST A)
U17: Sierra Leone – 8-22nd August 

U20: Senegal – November exact dates to be confirmed

COMING SOON

* TRANSFORM CAF 2021 : Another CAF’s management strategy

* THE NEW FACE OF AFRICAN REFEREEING…

CAF CONFEDERATION CUP

HOROYA ALONE AGAINST ALL
Semi-finals fixtures Hassania Agadir-RS Berkane and Horoya AC-Py-

ramids FC, look unclear. Morocco sides Hassania and Berkane confirm

their excellent shape since a few years already, which enabled them to

be among the top teams of the continent. Only team from the South of

the Sahara to reach this stage of the competition this season, Horoya

AC from Guinea is resistant and intends to go all the way this season.

But watch out for Pyramids, other Egyptian debutants, which is gaining

strength day by day.
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ALL  AGAINST CORONAVIRUS ...
Since mid-March the football world has been agitated by the deadly

Covid-19 pandemic which has already killed several people around

the world.The 54 National Associations which constitute make up the

African Confederation football, were forced to stop all their competi-

tions to prepare for this other 'match' of unlimited duration, without

spectators or referee. From north to south and from east to west via

the center, the stadiums are closed, competitions suspended and

players put to... unemployment ... The frightening question that eve-

ryone is asking is ... until when? Indeed, no one knows when Football

could shine again on the World. Thus, in order to help resolving this

Pandemic, several National Associations have initiated actions to pro-

mote health precautions implemented by state governments and so-

cial actions like food distributions to relieve the populations more

vulnerable ... Football legends have joined this fight more than ever.

African Football has left the stadiums to take its place in this fight for

life.

WAITING FOR THE RESUMPTION

FECAFOOT
PRESIDENT MBOMBO NJOYA’S CONCERNS
The Cameroon Football Federation

has just launched online awareness

campaign for sports players during

this pandemic period. The president

of FECAFOOT, Seidou Mbombo

Njoya, lent himself to the game by

recalling the important measures to

counter the spread of the virus.After

holding internal workshops on awa-

reness-raising and in view of the

constantly deteriorating situation,

contact with users had to be avoi-

ded. Regarding the steps taken

since the start of the crisis, the Pre-

sident said: "We have made the decisions like all the other associa-

tions: stop the championship in accordance with the decisions taken

by the authorities of the presidency. Then we had a crisis to manage

concerning the Sao Tome team that were on Cameroonian territory

and were no longer able to return home. It was necessary to manage

this case urgently since it was about young players; I salute the efforts

of CAF and FIFA for their involvement in the matter. Finally we looked

at the daily activities of the Federation and now we are in a light struc-

ture. "Seidou Mbombo Njoya remains lucid and knows that the impact

of such a pandemic is not predictable. "What we fear is the double

sanitary and economic penalty," he said, before adding, "There is a

lot of uncertainty and we have started thinking about projections for

the future. We are looking at the prospects for a possible recovery

and the measures to be taken to restart activities even if we do not

know exactly what state we will be in when this pandemic passes. "

AHMAD AHMAD JOINS THE FIGHT
Withdrawn on his island in Madagascar for several weeks and more

precisely in his stronghold of Majunga, President Ahmad Ahmad

takes his part in the fight against the Coronavirus through the sensi-

tization of his compatriots, with the strict respect of the sanitary mea-

sures in force. Better, aware that in this period, Life is particularly

harsh for some members of his community, he went to meet them in

order to help them better withstand this difficult stage ... He thus pro-

ceeded to a distribution of food which made his compatriots happy.

Across the continent, several football leaders are engaged in acts of

charity by making donations to populations or authorities directly in

charge of the fight against Coronavirus in a beautiful spirit of solida-

rity.

CONFEDERATION AFRICAINE DE FOOTBALL

President: Ahmad Ahmad 

Acting Secretary General: Abdelmounaïm Bah

Collaboration: Hedi Hamel- Ebrahim Sannie- Charlotte Pelagie-Kofi Adae- Salif Diallo- O.Hegaud

The world of football is impatiently awaiting the resumption of dif-

ferent competitions.


